
Towards a Single 
Euro Payments Area
On February 1, 2014 SEPA 

will be implemented for all  

euro payments. This means  

companies (and individuals) 

will no longer be able to receive 

payments for goods and services 

via your current bank transfers 

or direct debits. This  must now 

be done according to the new 

SEPA standards and products. 

The transition to SEPA will have  

profound implications for  your 

company’s financial processes, 

cooperation with suppliers, 

customers and of course the 

bank (s). 

SEPA is more than just the IBAN
What are the implications of moving to SEPA for you and your company? We see four key implications:

Conversie naar IBAN: 

Firstly, you will need to change all the existing bank account numbers to the 18 character IBAN 
number required in the Netherlands. This means adapting all processes and systems where bank 
account numbers are required (e.g. your reporting systems) as well as all documentation and for 
example your website where your bank numbers are listed.

Standardization of forms of payment

Secondly, your company must migrate all euro payments to the two new SEPA products: Credit Transfer 
and Direct Debit. This means adapting the payment chain to these new standards and agreements, 
both within the organization and to the outside world (customers, suppliers and bank (s)).

Speed up your transition to 
the new European payment  
(SEPA)

To get there. Together.

BearingPoint's SEPA Accelerator©



New requirements to direct debits

The introduction of SEPA also includes a number of new payment regulations . The key 
ones are the requirement of an advanced notice for collection and  new procedures for 
payment mandates.

Additional opportunities for efficiency and cost reduction

With the standardization of products in all SEPA countries, you will have opportunities 
to simplify your treasury and cash management processes thereby reducing your bank 
costs. Improved information about the payment also makes it possible to further 
automate processes.

What will be the impact of SEPA on your organization?
Every company will be impacted differently as a result of SEPA. With BearingPoint's 
SEPA Accelerator ©, we can quickly give you insight into your SEPA readiness as well as 
highlight additional opportunities for efficiencies.

European Center of Excellence 
Over the coming period, all companies in the SEPA region will be faced with the transition to 
SEPA. As the current capacity and knowledge of SEPA in the market  is limited, it is important 
to act now. To help companies prepare for SEPA, BearingPoint has created a SEPA European 
Center of Excellence where we have bunbled SEPA knowledge, skills and experience.

For more information about our SEPA offerings please call Ingmar Pul (06-23087848) or 
Dennis Valkenburg (06-31681247) or visit www.bearingpoint.nl/SEPA.

 

Why BearingPoint 
BearingPoint is an independent firm with 
European roots and global reach, servicing 
customers out of 14 offices with more than 
3,200 dedicated consultants and through our 
extensive partner network. We bring together 
management and technology capabilities to 
align and optimize processes, IT and operating 
models with business strategy. We are 
committed to delivering value to our clients 
and focus on measurable, sustainable business 
results.  We adopt a collaborative style working 
together with our clients, from strategy 
through execution.
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